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Abstract. This paper presents a new vision-based traffic monitoring
system, which is inspired by the visual structure found in raptors, to
provide multiple depth-of-field vision information for vehicle tracking
and speed detection. The novelty of this design is the usage of multiple
depth-of-field information for tracking expressway vehicles over a longer
range, and thus provide accurate speed information for overspeed vehicle
detection. A novel speed calculation algorithm was designed for the com-
posite vision information acquired by the system. The calculated speed
of the vehicles was found to conform with the real-world driving speed.

1 Introduction

Object tracking has been one of the most attractive topics in computer vision,
and it has various practical applications so far, such as human-computer inter-
action [1, 2], video surveillance [3–5], vehicle navigation [6], traffic monitoring
and control [7–9], and motion analysis [10]. In this paper, the focus is on traffic
monitoring in expressways for automatic overspeed vehicle detection. In the past
few years, various vision-based methods have been designed to solve the traffic
monitoring problems using a single [11–14] or stereo camera [15, 16]; however,
the performance of the above-mentioned systems is limited by a small tracking
range due to the fixed depth-of-field of the cameras [17, 18]. These systems per-
form vehicle tracking near the installed location, and hence they can only track
and calculate vehicle speed within a small distance. Therefore, these systems
are better suited for traffic monitoring situations such as congestion control and
intersection monitoring. In practice, a long tracking range is crucial when high-
speed vehicle monitoring is needed.

In contrast, the traditional speed detection approaches using sensors such
as LIDAR/RADAR have several drawbacks [19, 20]. These approaches gener-
ally work in this way: the sensors detect the presence of a possible overspeeding
vehicle and trigger a camera to capture the image of the overspeeding vehicle.
However, with a large amount of vehicles present in the scene, the detector might
know one of the vehicles is overspeeding but not be able to single it out. Further-
more, the interference caused by big vehicles leads to unreliable results for speed
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Composite Vision System.

detection. Finally, the lack of coherence between sensor data and visual vehicle
identity data seriously cripples law enforcement. Therefore, there is a need for a
vision-based traffic monitoring system that can address all the above problems.

Reference [21] proposed a composite image sensor inspired by raptors’ vision
for deep-field object tracking, which uses multiple depth-of-field information to
detect the presence of vehicles over a longer range. Although the object tracking
range was increased, only a limited portion of the tracking result was used as a
switch to activate another camera for license plate detection. In fact, this acti-
vation can be achieved by a single camera or other sensors. In other words, the
visual data was not fully utilized, and the object tracking effort over a longer
range did not serve a suitable application. In this paper, we propose a speed
detection application using the multiple depth-of-field vision information, which
utilizes the full tracking range.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed system uses a composite camera that can
view both near field and far field synchronously, and monitor vehicle movements
up to 1000 m away from the shooting point. The proposed system defines the
tracking result, while vehicles are present in the composite camera’s field of view.
Later on, each vehicle’s speed and identity information are output as a snap-
shot, which can be easily used for law enforcement. As a result, the drawbacks
of present traffic monitoring systems are overcome by providing a long tracking
range and coherence between speed information and vehicle identity. In sum-
mary, the proposed system provides a new solution to improve the capabilities
of vision-based traffic monitoring systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents the composite
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Fig. 2. Primates’ retina photoreceptor distribution.

camera design with implementation details; Sec. 3 presents the vehicle tracking
algorithm, followed by Sec. 4 with the proposed vehicle speed calculation algo-
rithm, and Sec. 5 with experimental results and discussion. Finally, conclusions
and future works are presented in Sec. 6.

2 Composite Camera Design

According to Tucker and Snyder [22, 23], raptors such as falcons and eagles have
two sets of foveae, which enables them to simultaneously observe objects from
near and far distances, as shown in Figure 1. The visual data obtained by the
two sets of foveae are combined into a single nerve and sent to raptor’s brain for
processing. However, since the study about raptor’s foveae to brain information
mapping is limited, we adopt the primate retina model and log-polar transform
[24] to simulate raptor’s internal mapping.

By observing the non-uniform distribution of the cones around primates’
fovea, as shown in Figure 2, a logarithmic relationship for information around
the fovea structure [25] can be established. Using log-polar mapping, the vision
information received in each camera can be transformed into log-polar space re-
gardless of the depth-of-field. Therefore, the problem of combining information
from multiple depth-of-field is neatly solved as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore,
log-polar transformation (LPT) with ideal center point provides scale and ro-
tation invariance. As a result, the scale change of vehicles caused by forward
vehicle movement will be converted to horizontal shifting in the log-polar space
with a fixed shape. Hence, the transformed LPT image could possibly provide
relatively unchanged vehicle shape during the tracking process.

To have seamless stitching, the composite camera requires two cameras with
different view angles. In addition, the two cameras should be placed as close as
possible to reduce errors. As shown in Figure 4, these nested cameras should
have a special relation to achieve seamless stitching of different depth-of-field in-
formation. For ideal log-polar mapping and stitching, the camera relation factor
Kb (eqn. 1) is set to be 10. In other words, the two camera lenses should have
roughly about 10 times difference in their view angle.
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Fig. 3. Composite image stitching example. Best viewed in color.

Kb =
ρb

ρmax
=

tan(θfar/2)

tan(θnear/2)
(1)

Kb ≈ θfar
θnear

, ifθfar → 0, θnear → 0 (2)

2.1 Composite Camera Implementation

On the basis of the theoretical design introduced earlier, a market research
showed that there is no readily available camera for synchronous viewing with
different depth-of-fields and view angles. Therefore, the composite camera was
implemented by choosing individual cameras and integrating them in a flexible
hardware mount. As indicated in Figure 5, USB 3.0 technology was selected after
comparing various industrial standards. Further market survey about USB 3.0
cameras led us to choose Basler cameras, shown in Figure 6(a).

This composite camera design is different from the work of [21], because USB
3.0 cameras provide high frame rate with minimal frame dropping and also sup-
port synchronous video acquisition with easy plug-and-play ability with laptops.
This provides future development possibilities to easily install the vehicle moni-
toring system on mobile platforms such as police cars. On the contrary, ref. [21]
used ad hoc surveillance cameras that have several disadvantages. Surveillance
camera standards such as Gigabit Ethernet/Fire Wire/Camera Link are not so
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Composite Camera

Fig. 4. Dual lens composite camera relationship.

Fig. 5. Industrial Camera Standards [26].

suitable for outdoor vehicle monitoring, because they require a special connec-
tion interface, or separate power supply, or separate communication devices for
data acquisition. These additional requirements limit the mobility and flexibility
of traffic monitoring system using surveillance cameras. Besides, our composite
camera design includes a flexible hardware mount, which was designed to adjust
the cameras’ positional relationship arbitrarily (Figure 6(c)).

Two lenses were carefully selected for the implementation of the composite
camera to simulate raptor’s vision. One of them is a wide angle camera which
provides a 76.7 degree view angle, and the other has a narrow view angle about
7.9 degrees. Therefore, the two of them have approximately 10 times difference
in viewing angle. The successfully built composite camera is shown in Figure
6(b). The next objective was to synchronously capture videos from both these
cameras.

Our initial trial in using MATLAB to synchronously capture videos failed,
because it could not differentiate the two identical cameras with different lenses.
Hence, some alternative software solutions were tested. Finally, a C# program
with AForge.Net library was implemented to handle synchronized video acquisi-
tion from both cameras. After implementing the software, two plausible locations
in Singapore - Tampines Expressway and Ayer Rajah Expressway - were selected
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(a) Basler cameras. (b) Composite camera sys-
tem.

(c) Hardware platform (without cameras).

Fig. 6. Composite Camera built using USB 3.0 industrial cameras.

to capture high-speed vehicle movements. Figure 7 shows the field test conducted
on an overhead bridge 4.5 m above the expressway lanes.

2.2 Multiple Depth-of-field Data Processing

The stitching of the multiple depth-of-field images acquired from the compos-
ite camera is shown in Figure 8. For the two Cartesian images acquired syn-
chronously from the composite camera, log-polar transformation is applied indi-
vidually. To achieve the scale and rotation invariant property in log-polar space,
the road vanishing point has to be carefully determined, which serves as the
central point for the log-polar transformation. After the transformation, there
appears an over-sampled region around the inner part of the near view and an
under-sampled region around the outer part of the far vision, shown in Figure
8 as the blue areas. To stitch the two views, some duplicated regions in both
views are discarded. The final stitched result has the scale and rotation invari-
ant property of log-polar transformation [27], which helps to maintain the size
of each vehicle from the shooting point. Moreover, well-separated road lanes as-
sist tracking in particular lane(s) of interest. Notice that the stitched multiple
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Fig. 7. Composite Camera Field Test.

depth-of-field view has a significant reduction in image content, which helps to
fasten the object tracking process and therefore increase the computational ef-
ficiency. As shown in Figure 8, the Cartesian image size of both views is 600
x 900, whereas the stitched log-polar space composite view result is 136 x 509
only.

3 Vehicle Tracking

The seamless stitching from different depth-of-field cameras extended the object
tracking range from about 300 m in the traditional vision-based vehicle track-
ing practice to up to 1000 m. To counter the complicated outdoor conditions,
such as illumination change (shadow of cloud/tree/vehicles, brightness change,
and reflections) and mechanical vibration, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) was
adopted to extract and separate the moving vehicles from the background. Fig-
ure 9 shows the vehicle extraction result using GMM algorithm.

With successful object extraction by GMM, Kalman filter [28] was adopted
as the object tracking method for multiple vehicles in the scene. The main ad-
vantage of using Kalman filter is that it is able to model the vehicle’s acceleration
in the video due to the prospective projection. Furthermore, it provides toler-
ance to a certain degree of occlusion by predicting the vehicle position based on
previous vehicle states. Finally, Kalman filter provides a distance parameter to
tolerate distortion and noise of object movements. Briefly, Kalman filter allows
the system to track multiple vehicles while maintaining some prediction and
tolerance to the complex vehicle motions, such as lane switching and variable
acceleration.
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Fig. 8. A typical stitching process of the multiple depth-of-field images.

Vehicle extraction flow
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Fig. 9. Vehicle extraction with Gaussian mixture model.

4 Proposed Vehicle Speed Calculation

The most commonly adopted solution for vehicle speed detection is using LIDAR
or RADAR signal along with surveillance cameras. One significant drawback is
the lack of ability to determine the correct overspeed vehicle, because of insuf-
ficient coherence between speed information and the vehicle image saved. For
instance, upon activation by the RADAR signal, the surveillance camera could
capture an image with more than one vehicle in the scene including the overspeed
vehicle. Another defect is that the RADAR/LIDAR accuracy is highly affected
by interference from large vehicles. The proposed composite vision system aims
to provide a vision-based solution that is able to gather speed information of a
vehicle with its corresponding image, and thus overcome the drawbacks in the
current speed monitoring systems.
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4.1 Vehicle Speed Calculation

Because the vehicles move faster from deep to near field due to perspective
projection, direct speed calculation from pixel coordinates is impractical. There-
fore, an algorithm is proposed to transform the composite image location to the
real-world location, and determine the vehicle speed in kilometer per hour. The
vehicle speed calculation involves four main steps that are as follows:

1. Transform stitched log-polar space coordinates to single individual log-
polar space coordinates.

2. Transform individual log-polar space coordinates to camera Cartesian
space coordinates.

3. Transform camera Cartesian space coordinates to real world coordinates.
4. Use tracking time information and real world location to calculate vehicle

speed
Step 1: An arbitrary position (u, v) in the stitched log-polar coordinates can
be transformed to the single individual log-polar space coordinate (U,V) by
the following relation, where uInnerRingCrop is the number of rings cropped out,
vLowerWedgeCrop is the number of wedges cropped out, and ustitchline is the posi-
tion of the stitch line.

1. When u,v falls in the far-field view range, that is, on the left of the stitching
line

U = u+ uInnerRingCrop (3)

V = v + vLowerWedgeCrop (4)

2. When u,v falls in the near-field view range, that is, on the right of the stitching
line

U = u+ ustitchline + uInnerRingCrop (5)

V = v + vLowerWedgeCrop (6)

Step 2: The method to transform individual log-polar space coordinate (U,V) to
their corresponding camera Catesian space coordinate (x,y) is defined as follows:

Distance = rmin × e
U×log(

rmax
rmin

)

nr−1 (7)

Angle = V × 2π

nw
(8)

x = Distance× cos(Angle) + xc (9)

y = Distance× sin(Angle) + yc (10)

Where nr represents the number of rings, nw is number of wedges, xc and yc
are chosen road vanishing point position, rmax and rmin are maximum and
minimum radii used in stitching process. The dots in Figure 10 demonstrate
successful transformation between the two coordinates.
Step 3: The transformation from camera Cartesian space coordinates to real-
world coordinates (x,z) follows the method proposed by Wu [11]. Taking into
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Fig. 10. Speed calculation step 2 demonstration.

Fig. 11. Speed calculation step 3 demonstration.

consideration the composite cameras height above the road and tilt angle θ from
the road’s forward direction, the real-world locations x (transverse direction on
the road surface) and z (longitudinal or forward direction on the road surface) can
be obtained. To validate the transformation result, the lane markers separation
distance (12 m) defined by international traffic standard was used. As shown in
Figure 11, the estimated distance roughly matches with the real-world location.

Step 4: Finally, with the correct location information, the distance traveled by
a vehicle in the real world can be calculated based on the Euclidean distance
between the two points of interest. The speed calculation is effectively achieved
by using the timing information provided during vehicle tracking process. About
20 calculation windows were used to average out the calculated speed of a vehicle,
which is tracked from approximately 1000 m to 25 m away from the shooting
point.
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Fig. 12. Results of the composite vision system.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1 Vehicle Speed Calculation Based on Multiple Depth-of-Field
Vision

To test the performance of the composite vision system, we arranged a car to
drive with a known speed around 75 km/h and then recorded the video using
our composite camera setup. With the recorded video, the composite vision sys-
tem tracked the speed information with 20 calculation windows and calculated
the average vehicle speed to be 78 km/h. This is a reasonable speed detection
result, because the car’s original speed was slightly varied around 5 km/h due
to driving conditions on the expressway.

After establishing the baseline result, we tested the system on a variety of
traffic conditions. Figure 12 shows the results from a video captured at Ayer
Rajah Expressway in Singapore; the upper half of the MATLAB GUI displays
the tracking result while the lower half shows the calculated speed. After each
vehicle exits the scene, a snapshot of it is stored along with the time stamp and
average speed. Notice that NaN appears as one of the vehicles’ speed in Fig.12.
This is because the speed calculation algorithm waits for tracking to stabilize,
which typically takes a few seconds.

Because the vehicle motion is tracked from far field to near field, the com-
posite camera provides adequate information for the system to perform long
distance tracking and speed calculation. This benefits the accuracy and reliabil-
ity of the speed calculation. With the multiple depth-of-field viewing, the system
is able to track the vehicle from approximately 1000 m away to 25 m nearby,
which is a big improvement compared to conventional practices up to 300 m
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Fig. 13. Example of preserving over-speeding vehicle identity

using vision-based methods. Various parameters need to be considered for the
speed calculation procedure, such as road lane vanishing point setting, log-polar
transform parameters, and individual camera settings. However, the speed cal-
culation is most affected by the precision of object tracking. From experiments
in other parts of the island, we found that the most challenging aspect was low
lighting conditions. In these cases, the speed detection result was not reliable
due to tracking difficulties.

5.2 Benefits of Vehicle Identity Preservation

As discussed earlier, the main drawback of the present traffic monitoring sys-
tems is the lack of vehicle identity information. The composite vision system
solves this problem by providing a snapshot of the exact overspeeding vehicle.
Figure 12 shows the saving of snapshots during the tracking process. To aug-
ment evidence of the overspeeding vehicle, license plate detection with the aid
of a high-resolution camera triggered by the composite vision system can be
implemented. As a proof-of-concept, we conducted some experiments with the
snapshot information to locate the vehicle in the Cartesian image. As shown in
Figure 13, the overspeeding vehicle can be precisely located using SIFT keypoint
matching, which can possibly help the high-resolution camera take a close-up
picture.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a composite vision system with multiple depth-of-field viewing
ability that largely extended the tracking range of traditional traffic monitoring
systems. By defining the overspeeding vehicle using the tracking result, strong
coherence between identity and speed information was established. Having deep
field object tracking ability, the composite vision system can handle high-speed
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vehicle tracking and can compensate the drawbacks of present speed monitoring
systems. Moreover, the system has the potential to do real-time tracking in
complex road conditions and multiple lanes. It also has the potential for both
airborne unmanned vehicle navigation due to its versatility in being autonomous.

The future work of the proposed system includes the addition of a third
camera for license plate detection. Besides, more cameras could be added to
extend the tracking distance. Last but not least, the performance and reliability
will be further investigated in the future work as well.
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